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ABSTRACT
Tammy L. Vance
A STUDY EXAMINING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TEACHING READING USING
A LITERATURE BASED APPROACH VS. THE TRADITIONAL BASAL
APPROACH
1995
Dr. Louis Molinari, Thesis Advisor
Elementary Education
The purpose of this study was to determine if first grade students
who were instructed following a literature based program, would
demonstrate a better understanding of reading. A comparison was made
between the test scores and attitudes of those first grade students using a
literature based reading program and those first grade students using a
basal program.
The design for this study was a pretest post test design with one
treatment group and one control group, both having 24 students. Both
groups were pretested and post tested using the Scott, Foresman Celebrate
Reading (1993), Anthology Assessment This test was selected to measure
student performance in the areas of phonics, word recognition, and
comprehension in reading. The Paul Campbell Reading Attitude Inventory
was also administered to see if there were any differences in the area of
attitude.
Data was statistically analyzed to determine if a significant difference
was present. The study concluded that there was a significant difference

in scores between the two groups, in terms of growth, on the Scott,
Foresman Anthology Assessment as the literature based group performed
significantly better; therefore, Hypothesis 1 was rejected. On the Paul
Campbell Reading Inventory, there was no significant difference in scores
leading to the acceptance of Hypothesis 2.

MINI-ABSTRACT
Tammy L Vance
A STUDY EXAMINING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TEACHING READING USING A
LITERATURE BASED APPROACH VS. A TRADITIONAL BASAL APPROACH
1995
Dr. Louis Molinari, Thesis Advisor
Elementary Education
This study determined the effects of two instructional formats on
first grade student achievement in the area of reading. The experimental
group followed a literature based program, using "meaningful" literature,
while the control group used the traditional basal approach. A conclusion
of this study notes that students using a "meaningful" literature approach
in the area of reading attained higher scores on an anthology assessment
rest; however in the area of reading attitudes, no significant difference in
scores was realized.
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CHAPTER 1
THE PROBLEM

Significance of the Study

In today's technical society and complex world, we face numerous
changes. It is imperative that we prepare our youth for these changes.
We need to develop a strong reading foundation within our students so
that they are equipped to respond to the challenge of an ever changing
society. "The importance of Language arts for school and work success has
made this area one of the most researched, and at times, most
controversial, of all the disciplines" (Crawford, Tchundi, p. 3.5).
Our classrooms are made up of a very mixed group of students with
varying levels of ability. Many of those students include limited English
speaking students, at-risk students, students who are not developmentally
ready, and students who are stalled readers, showing no signs of reading
progress. It is important that reading instruction be effective in
addressing the needs of our diversified students (Tunnell, 1989).
Educators' belief systems are a driving force in reading instruction.
1

Educators continually debate the issue over how one acquires a foundation
for reading. The dominant approach to the teaching of reading in the
twentieth century has been from a skills perspective. The skills
perspective, however, has been seriously challenged in the last decade.
The current trend in education has shifted from a skills perspective to a
more holistic-view. There appears to be a discrepancy between the
effectiveness of the traditional skills approach and that of a contemporary,
holistic approach to the teaching of reading (Goodman, 1992).
"In the mid-1980's, two major national reports affirmed that reading
and learning to read are more involved processes than some educators
believed" (Vacca, p. 36). According to the Commission on Reading, in a
report On Becoming a Nation of Readers, reading is "a complex skill...a
holistic act" (1985, p. 7). The second report, What Works: Research About
Teaching and Learning, recommended "direct experience with written
language as requisite for reading" (1986, p. 9), It can be concluded from
these reports that skills are very important in the development of reading,
but they no longer need to be a prerequisite and isolated from the full
language process.
This trend in education for a more holistic approach to reading has
recently taken on a more serious form. According to a Language Arts
report by Lawrence G. Mann in an ASCD (1994) summary, language arts
education is being shaped by:
2

1. The push for integrated language arts instruction throughout the
curriculum.
2. The development of national standards in language arts
instruction,
3. The shift toward cognitive constructivism as the dominant
learning theory guiding instruction.
4. Evolution of holistic and authentic language arts assessments.
This report is a driving force for schools to "keep up with the times". It
demonstrates the need for schools to redirect and revitalize their reading
programs (Mann, 1994),
in an attempt to make more positive changes in the reading
curriculum, many schools are participating in Literature-based reading
programs, as opposed to the traditional basal reading programs. The
purpose of implementing a literature-based program is to use meaning
around authentic text to develop skills in talking, listening, writing, and
reading. Many educators continue to doubt this approach and continue to
adhere to their more traditional style of teaching, using a basal series with
a homogeneous group. It cannot be forgotten that basal stories often
contain "...stories that are contrived and oversimplified" (Wood, p. 51).
Whereas in literature-based programs, the stories are "real" and contain
familiar grammar. This observation seems ro support the idea that using
authentic literature can be beneficial to students (Wood 1994).
3

By giving children the chance to become actively engaged in reading,
through a literature-based program we are deemphasizing the traditional
skills approach, which has often had many negative consequences
attached to it. Wood points out, "New understandings about literacy
acquisition have resulted in widespread criticism of basal readers" (Wood,
p. 51). The research presented thus far supports the idea that moving
toward a program that is child-centered, context rich, authentic, activityand thinking-oriented, talk emphasized, interesting, collaborative, and
literature-based with many materials; is a more realistic and natural way
to approach the teaching of reading. This philosophy, or way of thinking
about how children learn to read, is viewed in a more holistic manner.
Within this movement, emphasis is placed on using children's literature to
foster language proficiency. "The processes of learning are as important as
the products of learning" (Mann, p. 3.2). Literature-based approaches,
therefore, appear to provide possibilities that extend far beyond
traditional approaches.
In order to fully understand the philosophy behind the two
approaches to reading, it is important that each be clearly defined. The
traditional teacher believes the scope and sequence of skills reflects the
linear progression underlying the skills development. The basal reading
approach is conducive to the development of reading skills in a traditional
classroom.

The traditional teacher usually has a more formal classroom
4

environment, with reading being taught in a homogeneously grouped
fashion. The teacher's goal for each student is not necessarily the same as
the student's goal for him/herself. Skills are often taught in isolation and
emphasis is placed on merorization. Added to these characteristics is the
fact that the traditional teacher is interested in product, more so than
process (Good/Brophy, 1991). The contemporary teacher believes the
contrary. He/she feels that learning to read successfully requires that
children develop strategies characteristic of the reading process. The
contemporary teacher views the student as a person in a constant state of
change. The goals of the teacher and the student start out apart, become
closer together, and finally become one. The enabler extends the lines of
communication and encourages lines of response, and that makes
educational experiences relevant to the student. The classroom is designed
for discovery through group work and active participation. The lessons are
student centered, with the teacher as a resource, which allows for inquiry
and investigation. The contemporary teacher makes a diagnosis to find a
student's strengths and weaknesses, prescribes and designs an
environment that fits the student's needs and then begins to operate on
that prescription. Heterogeneous grouping and flexible grouping are
evident in a contemporary classroom (Good/Brophy, 1991). The two
approaches presented above obviously have unique characteristics and
differing views on learning and literacy.
5

Despite the differences in reading approaches, educators face an
enormous challenge in today's schools. They must guide children into
changing negative feelings about reading into positive ones, and they are
expected to stimulate those students coming from a very limited print
environment. Most of the negativism toward reading stems from the
difficulty often associated with reading. In our quest to provide students
with the skills needed to attack reading, we have lost sight of what is
really essential; and that is that reading should be enjoyable and
meaningful (Sinatra, 1994),
Becoming a Nation of Readers defined reading as "..the process of
constructing meaning from written texts..."(Anderson, Hiebert, Scott,
Wilkinson 1985). Children need to be immersed in literature, so that they
can experience meaningful reading. In our society today, we have a large
portion of functionally illiterate people, or people who cannot read. We
add to this group the literate people, or people who are able to read. We
then mix into society the very large group of people, who are referred to
as alliterate, meaning someone who is able to read, but chooses not to.
With such a diverse population, it is almost impossible to accurately
demonstrate the importance of reading to young children. Thus, it
becomes obvious that we need to reprioritize our expectations of the
reading programs that are utilized in today's public schools,
The future of K 12 reading is beginning to move toward a more
6

literature-based reading program. As indicated in Lawrence G. Mann's
1994 report in ASCD, he lists expectations for the year 2000;
1. The issue of national standards will be behind us as local schools
concentrate on how to develop local, individual school curriculums
consonant with the standards.
2. Most multiple-choice testing will be replaced by portfolio
assessments, exhibitions, and performances.
3. Most basal readers will be replaced by trade books and literature
anthologies.
4. Language arts will continue to push out into all curriculum areas.
5. The concept of "whole language," "integrated" instruction will be
extended from individual classrooms to whole coherent curriculums.
6. The "whole language" approach will address the needs and
concerns of an increasingly diverse set of learners.
These expectations are an attempt to make more positive changes in
language/reading curriculums across the country.
This Study will attempt to identify the changes that Literature-based
reading may be making in our curriculum. Literature-based reading
concentrates on meaning and student needs. Many aspects of the reading
program will be investigated: the sequence in what is taught, the way in
which we teach it, how we assess what students have learned, and how
well they understand and apply what they have learned. This study will
7

research the reasons for such changes and determine if they are legitimate.
This study will focus on the areas of phonics, word recognition, and
comprehension in reading activities. This study will attempt to determine
if the active learning approach, literature-based reading, is superior to
traditional methods of instruction. This study will also investigate the
reading attitudes of students in both situations.

Purpose of the Study

The North Wildwood School District is in its first year of involvement
with a literature-based, heterogeneous grouped reading program. The
North Wildwood School District has an educational philosophy that places
priority on program improvement. This commitment is exemplified in its
participation in a pilot program for Project PRISM, when it was in its
beginning stages of development. The district has also developed
objectives for identified deficiencies in our school programs.
Five years ago, our teachers were in serviced in an HSPT reading
institute. This formed the basis for our slow transition into a literaturebased reading program. Our district then participated in a three year
action plan to incorporate the "Whole Language" philosophy. The three
years consisted of teacher workshops, demonstration lessons, graduate
courses, and communication with "Whole Language" advocates. During this
8

stage of transition, a basal was used in all classrooms, with homogeneous
grouping. At the end of the three year action plan, a committee of
teachers, parents, and administrators reviewed literature-based programs
from a multitude of publishing companies. After all of the data had been
collected and analyzed, our district decided to adopt the Scott Foresman,
Celebrate Reading series. Using research based activities and strategies
that are consistent with our curriculum and educational goals, a literaturebased reading program is now being implemented. In place are several
changes, including: an increase in instructional reading time, coordinated
planning between instructional grade level colleagues, and continual
articulation between all areas of the school curricula for the purpose of
improved reading instruction.
The North Wildwood School district is a K-8 district. A neighboring
school who will be used in this study, Glenwood Avenue School in
Wildwood, continues to use the basal with its students. Both schools have
a high transient rate. Many students come from a low-socioeconomic
background. The first grade students in both schools come from half day
kindergarten programs and many do not know their letters upon entrance
to the first grade classrooms.
If a literature-based reading program in our district is found to make
a significant difference in student/teacher attitude and student
performance in reading, perhaps this will encourage other elementary
9

schools to implement a literature-based program.

Statement of the Problem

Could it be that first grade children in North Wildwood School
District, who are instructed in reading in accordance with a heterogeneous,
literature-based reading program, show a significant difference in
achievement in the areas of phonics, word recognition, and comprehension
than first grade children in Wildwood School District, who are instructed
using homogeneous, traditional basal reading methods?
In addition to the major problem that is being investigated, a
secondary problem will also be explored. Could it be that first grade
children in North Wildwood School District, who are instructed in
accordance with a heterogeneous, literature-based reading program, show
a significant difference in reading additudes than first grade children in
Wildwood School District, who are instructed using homogeneous,
traditional basal reading methods?
Statement of the Hypotheses
The following hypotheses were developed for use in this study:
1, There will be no significant difference in achievement levels dealing
with phonics, word recognition, and comprehension between Group I
10

(those first grade students instructed in accordance with the Literaturebased approach) and Group II (those first grade students instructed using
the traditional basal textbook approach) as measured by the Scott,
Foresman Celebrate Reading, (1993) Anthology Assessment pretest and
post test.
2, There will be no significant difference in reading attitudes between
Group I (those first grade students instructed in accordance with the
Literature-based approach) and Group II (those first grade students
instructed using the traditional basal textbook approach) as measured by
Paul Campbell's Reading Attitude Inventory.

Methods and Procedures

This study consisted of 48 first grade students. Twenty-four
students from Margaret Mace School where heterogeneous, literaturebased instruction is utilized and twenty-four students from Glenwood
Avenue School where the traditional basal method of reading instruction is
used. Both schools are located in Wildwood, New Jersey.
A pretest of phonics, word recognition, and comprehension was given
at the beginning of the study. After the six week study a post test will be
given to both groups. A comparison of reading attitudes will also be made,
with differences in the groups assessed.
11

Limitations of the Study

1. The fact that only two first grade classes of 24 children were tested
must be recognized as a limitation.
2. Different teachers were used to teach the classes. Differences in teacher
personality and teaching style must be recognized as a limitation.
3. Different publishing companies' materials were used. This must be
considered as a limitation.
4. The length of the study was restricted to six weeks.

Definition of Terms Used

Literature-Based Program - Instructional practices and student activities
using literature, books, novels, short stories, plays, magazines, and poems
that have not been written for instructional purposes.
Heterogeneous Grouping - Grouping students, who have different
achievement levels, together in one whole group.
Flexible Groun

- Grouping students based on interest or needs. These

groups change frequently and are sometimes randomly selected.
Authentic - reliable, real

Holistic pertaining to the whole, not isolation
12

Basal Reading Program - Built on scope and sequence foundations,
traditionally have been associated with bottom-up theory.
Active Learner - A child who is active mentally, physically, and
emotionally during reading instruction.
Discovey Method

A method in which children are asked to solve some

examples using previously learned techniques and then to make a general
statement for solving examples of this particular type. It relies heavily on
inductive methods.
Whole Language - Using all aspects of language in learning to read.
Teaching the "whole" rather than the "part".

Organization of the Study

Chapter I includes the significance of the study, a statement of the
problem, a statement of the hypotheses, and the method of study including
the design and instrumentation. It also includes the limitations of the
study, a definition of terms, and the organization of the thesis.
Chapter 1 reviews the literature pertinent to the study and
provides a summary of related literature.
Chapter III describes in detail the design of the study including the
samples used, a description of the instrumentation, the method of study,
the method of analyzing the data, and the relationship of the instrument to
13

the null hypotheses.
Chapter IV analyzes the data and presents a summary of the
findings. Statistical measures used are presented and data obtained is
recorded.
Chapter V reviews the procedures followed in the study. It
discusses the results and presents a summary of the problem. Conclusions
and implications are drawn as well as recommendations for changes in
procedures and areas of further study.

14

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Reading educators have long recognized the importance of
developing skills in the teaching of reading. In 1683, a strong "bottom-up"
approach was followed in the New England Primer for American colonists.
Instruction was delivered in a certain order. The alphabet was taught
first; then vowels, consonants, double letters, italics, capitals, and syllables
were presented. Words were phonetically taught, but there was no
controlled vocabulary until the mid-1980's. The "word method", silent
reading, and reading to get information from content were introduced in
basal readers, Supplementary reading materials, such as fairy tales and
classics, were also introduced. By the 1920's, colored pictures, the
teacher's manual, and attention to children's interests appeared. This is
when ~seat work" in grades one through three was first introduced. In
1925, publishing companies began to expand to add new components to
their basal readers. Two major components were introduced in the basal
programs. The first component was the word list. The second major
15

component was the scope and sequence of reading skills.

Books, in

reading series, were arranged around grades until the 1960's. By 1970,
they were changed to levels. Many publishers added an assessment
component, which contained pre- and post-skill tests, section tests, and
end of book tests, to their textbooks. Basal programs have changed
dramatically since the Dick, Jerry, Jane, and Alice books of the 1940's
1960's, but skills are still at the crux of most basal programs (Vacca, 1991).
"Basal readers continue to evolve" (Vacca, p. 355). Like the 1960's
debate over phonics versus sight methods, the 1980's closed with a debate
over basals versus whole language. Many advocates of basal readers argue
that they are an excellent tool for inexperienced teachers and for those
teachers who have limited time for planning (Heymsfeld, 1989). Jeanne
Chall summarized her feelings in a statement she made to EducationWeek
in 1990. She claimed that Whole Language does not take into account
other aspects of research that exists in support of skills perspectives. A
major change in basal readers in the 1990's was the inclusion of literature
by award winning authors and illustrators. Many publishing companies
also extend their basal reading series to include a variety of choices for the
teacher, rather than one basal reading program. Basal readers of the past
and present are comprehensive, following identical components. These
components include: the readiness program, preprimer and primer levels,
word identification strand, comprehension strand, literature, language arts,
16

and management (Vacca, 1991). Many classrooms are still using the basal
series. "95-99% of American teachers relied on the basal in 1958 and 8090% did in 1980" (Tunnell, p. 191). Basal reading publishers have been
changing their series to suit the needs of educators and students. The
basal is only a "vehicle for instruction" (Vacca, p. 385). Teachers need to
"understand and use materials wisely" (Vacca, p. 384).
Editors of Basal Readers: A Second Look, Patrick Shannon and
Kenneth Goodman, say that the "...changes that have occurred in basal
reading programs are primarily responses to changes in classrooms rather
than the causes of these changes" (ERS, p. 8). Basal reading programs
continue to be structured, sequenced, and controlled despite attempts to
include the use of Whole Language terminology. Publishers have not
changed their series in "fundamental" ways; rather, they have responded
to changes that have occurred in classrooms, not the causes of those
changes. Shannon and Goodman summarized their feelings by stating,
"Change, particularly in the real life of children, is hard to measure. And
over the decades, change in basals has been more superficial than real"
(ERS, p. 8).
Studies in human behavior have also influenced the teaching of
reading. Behavioral psychology supports the view of passive learners and
skill hierarchies according to Kenneth Goodman's article, "I Didn't Found
Whole Language". He claims that behavioral psychology "provided an easy
17

rationale to provide test items and scope and sequence charts for
textbooks" (p. 190). In an era where teachers were minimally educated,
the 1920's, it seemed appropriate to create a "technology of standardized
tests and textbooks that would make education more uniform and more
scientific" (p. 190). From Chall (1967) to Adams (1990) the technology was
sound, other beliefs were considered unscientific (Goodman, 1992).
During the past decade, many changes in perception and practice of
reading instruction have taken place. Reading is often explained as a
psychological process, "thinking with print" (Vacca, p. 7). Many studies
have been conducted to prove that literature-based reading instruction is a
meaningful and pleasurable way to successfully teach children to read.
Michael 0. Tunnell and James S. Jacobs elaborate on study findings that
support literature-based approaches in their article, "Using 'Real' Books:
Research findings On literature-based reading instruction". They refer to
the Whole Language movement as redefining and refining the
individualized reading process, which "primarily uses 'real' books to teach
and foster literacy" (p. 191). Tunnell and Jacobs document a landmark
study by Cohen (1968), who compared two groups of second grade
students. One control group was taught with basal readers and the other
(experimental) group was taught using trade books. His findings showed
that the experimental group demonstrated a significant increase over the
control group in overall reading. Another study done in 1974 by Cullinan,
18

Jaggar, and Strickland yielded the same results. A more recent study was
conducted to compare the traditional basal approach to that of literaturebased instruction. This study was completed by Eldredge and Butterfield
in 1986 as reported by Tunnel. He went on to say that they concluded
that "14 of 20 significant differences among the instructional methods
favored the literature approach teamed with a series of special decoding
lessons" ( p. 192). They also concluded that "...the use of children's
literature to teach children to read had a positive effect upon students'
achievement and attitudes toward reading much greater than the
traditional methods used" (p. 192). The current trend in reading
instruction reflects these new perceptions.
Literature-based reading instruction also proved successful with atrisk students. An Open Sesame program, which provided New York City's
west side kindergarten students the opportunity "..to read in an
unpressured, pleasurable way--using neither basals nor workbooks" was
found ro show that limited English speaking students displayed significant
gains in reading English" (Tunnell, p. 192). Another study that reported
similar findings was conducted by White, Vaughan, and Rorie in 1986. The
students in that study responded well to programs where "...print was
something that permeated their day...Books became theirs, in a natural
way, in a real way" (Tunnell, p. 192). These two studies demonstrate the
effectiveness of literature-based reading programs with at-risk students.
19

To reveal the effectiveness of literature-based practices on students
who have failed, Chomsky conducted a study where children listened to
tape recorded stories from "real" books. aThe neurological impress method
using natural, enjoyable text proved to be the key to eventual success"
(Tunnell, p. 192). This study was another step toward moving into
literature based programs.
Other researchers went on to find out what would happen to
students who were considered stalled readers, after being exposed to a
literature-based approach to reading. In 1986, Tunnell adapted the
program from Eldredge and Butterfield by employing a literature-based
reading/writing program in a fifth grade class. He noted a "Swing in
reading attitudes", as well as a gain in overall reading skills. Eldredge,
Holdaway, and Tunnell added that "the average and above average reader
made progress equal to and most often better than students in traditional
programs, as measured by typical achievement tests" (Tunnell, p. 192).
Studies, such as these, found positive effects on students being taught in a
literature-based program. Tunnell and Jacobs article clearly shows that
"meaningful reading" is the key to successful reading.
Research continues to show that using a literature-based approach to
teach reading is more natural than using a basal program. Dolores Durkin
concluded in her studies that natural readers acquire abilities through
experiences with whole texts provided by strong reading models (Durkin,
20

1961). Kenneth Goodman, who is also cited in Tunnel and Jacobs' article,
supports the use of natural text. He claims that "Basals have tended to
isolate sounds, letters, and words from the (language) systems. And they
have given little attention to the systems and how they relate in natural
texts" (Tunnell, p. 194). These two reading experts agree that a literaturebased program is a more natural way to teach reading.
Research done by Robert L. Johnson in 1991 supports the
implementation of a literature-based reading program for effective
reading. He addresses the need to consider four variables when adopting
such a program; in his article, "Implementing Literature-Based Reading
Using Trade books: Placing the Child's Needs First". He states that "using
literature increases student achievement, but more importantly, increases
their interest in reading" (p, 200). The key to implementing literaturebased programs, according to Johnson, revolves around the learners,
instructional and supplemental materials, the environment, and rime.
Literature-based programs are more individualized to accommodate the
diverse needs of students, a good supply of trade books is a must, the
environment is inviting and relaxed, and time is used more creatively
because literature is incorporated into all curriculum areas. He also
stresses that "...commitment to a whole language philosophy is the key to
implementation of literature-based reading" (p. 202).

Studies in human development also support the use of using
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literature-based programs because reading is a language process. Jean
Piaget's theory of cognitive development "helps to explain that language
acquisition is influenced by more general cognitive attainments.-^The
child's need to interact with immediate surroundings and to manipulate
objects is critical to language development" (Vacca, P.13). Language does
not shape thought, it reflects thought. According to Piaget, students must
be "actively involved to grow and learn" (p. 14). Important to a child's
development is the ability to analyze means-end relationships, which is
more than reacting to the environment. When this occurs, children learn
to use language to obtain goals. Children need to grow as users of written
language, so they need to be engaged in "real literacy events" (p. 14).
Behaviorism's task orientation is being replaced by Cognitive
Constructivisnm This means that the focus on language arts is shifting from
skills approaches to strategies and communication. Students are learning
to "construct meaning, to make sense of their world, through experience in
an interest directed curriculum" (Mann, p. 3.2). Products of learning are
becoming less important and emphasis is now being placed on the
processes of learning (Mann, 1994).
Listening, speaking, writing, reading, and all forms of communication
are at the center of language arts instruction. They are no longer
considered separate disciplines. They are "interrelated and
complementary". As reported in Crawford and Tchudi's article, "The Status
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of the Language Arts", "Recent cognitive and brain research have
contributed to an evolving view of the language arts, which emphasizes the
inter relatedness of all forms of communication and the processes
involved" (Crawford, p. 3.5). Language arts becomes a matter of
"wholeness", with a goal of constructing meaning (Crawford, 1994).
Basic skills should be taught in the context of meaningful reading
experiences. The Commission on Education stated that skills are important
as a means to an end, that end is meaning. They also viewed reading as
interconnecting writing, speaking, and listening. Thinking skills and
reading for meaning are expansions on the concept of basic skills, It is
these higher order thinking skills that become a part of "every facet of the
language arts" (Crawford, p. 3.6).
Sandel discusses where skills fit into an integrated language arts
program. He says that students learn language by using language.
Children are never asked to read "artificially contrived language, or to
write something that does not have a real purpose" (Sandel, p. 3.62). A
"top-down" approach in teaching is utilized and skill lessons come from the
literature. When a child struggles to recognize an idea in print, the
"bottom up" approach can be helpful. Decoding skills alone, however,
cannot provide meaning. Real reading and writing incorporates the skills
children need to learn. Comprehension of what is read is not reflected in
in tests of "skill". When students express a need for direct teaching of
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skills, the teacher then responds to those needs with a direct teaching
lesson. "The integrated language arts approach assumes that reading is
more than sounding out words" (Sandel, p. 3.63). Decoding is considered
one part of the "whole" language arts process (Sandel, 1994).
Skills can be taught as the need arises. "Grouping students is one
way to plan for instruction, it is not the only way" (Farr, p. 3.77).
Individual and whole class instruction should include grouping for student
wants or needs. Groups should be "flexible and constantly changing". One
way to instruct a language arts lesson is to begin with a whole group,
listening to a novel or story. Students can then be placed in a group based
on interest or specific skills or strategies that need reinforcing. Teachers
may want to group students based on levels, "although this type of
grouping should not occur often" (Farr, p. 3.77),
There is an abundance of research to support the heterogeneous,
literature-based philosophy of reading. As stated before, thoughts on
reading have evolved from as early as the 1600's. Twenty years ago, the
Whole Language movement in New Zealand began to bring about many
changes in reading and language arts instruction. These changes include
the role of teachers and students, grouping, management, skill
development, and instructional practices. Advocates of the whole language
philosophy stress the need to keep language whole and to involve students
in meaningful and purposeful reading activities. The replacement of skill24

centered basal texts with "real literature, therefore, appears to be
imperative. A break away from the skill-drill approach, matching,
underlining, and filling in the blanks; would eliminate the clerical asks
and would allow for the application of skills when reading literature.
"Children are long on skills but short on desire to read" (Johnson, p. 197).
This is a result of the many constraints placed on textbook publishers to be
consistent with the scope and sequence. "The teacher's manual is
programmed and everything moves according to its script" (Johnson, p.
200). Basal-driven programs need not become obsolete. Basal programs
should, instead, be looked upon as an approach utilized during a period of
learning about how children learn to read. Using the basal's scope and
sequence of skills as a basis; more meaningful, literature-based lessons can
be developed (Johnson, 1991).
Teachers and students are engaged as learners in a whole language
literature based program. Trade books and basals are sources of literature
in the classroom. The organization of the classroom reflects that of
emergent readers. Children read together and/or independently. The
noise level may peak with the excitement expressed by children sharing
literature. "Research and common sense suggest that the more time a child
spends reading, the better reader he or she will become" (Johnson, p. 202).
Literature should be incorporated into all areas of the curriculum. Robert
L. Johnson expresses this in his article, "Implementing Literature-Based
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Reading Using Trade Books":
We must make every attempt possible to interrelate reading,
writing, speaking, and listening, while at the same time
integrating them with arts, sciences and mathematics through
broad thematic units or curriculum content areas (p.202).
In order for literature-based reading to be effective, teachers need to feel
free in using their creative talents. Support, from the school and
community, also needs to be given. Risk taking and experimentation with
language by all students needs to be encouraged. Learning to read needs
to be natural and spontaneous. It will be different for every student That
is where this approach differs from that of the traditional methods. The
literature-based approach allows the cognitive and affective domains to
merge; making literature-based approaches an effective way to teach
reading (Johnson, 1991).
The research presented supports the transition from a homogeneous,
basal reading program to a heterogeneous, literature-based reading
program. As stated in Chapter 1, if students are to respond to the
challenges of an ever changing society, they need to be equipped with a
strong reading foundation, "The importance of Language arts for school
and work success has made this area one of the most researched, and at
times, most controversial, of all the disciplines" (Crawford, Tchundi, p. 3.5).
Educators need to see that a strong reading program is provided.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY

The major purpose of this study was to determine if students who
are instructed in reading in accordance with a heterogeneously grouped,
literature-based reading program will demonstrate higher achievement
levels in the areas of phonics, word recognition, and comprehension than
those students who are instructed using homogeneously grouped,
traditional basal reading methods. This study also investigated if students
instructed in a heterogeneous, literature-based reading program
demonstrated more positive attitudes toward reading. Literature-based
reading programs advocate the use of meaningful literature to promote
better understanding of reading concepts. literature-based reading
programs also stress the importance of using whole texts to teach reading
in the areas of phonics, word recognition, and comprehension. A
comparison was made between test scores and reading attitude surveys of
first grade students using a heterogeneous, literature-based reading
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approach and first grade students using the traditional, homogeneous,
basal approach.
This study consisted of a pretest and post test control group design
with one treatment group and one control group. Twenty-four students in
the study are from Margaret Mace School, where a heterogeneously
grouped, literature-based program is utilized and twenty-four students
are from Glenwood Avenue School, where a homogeneously grouped, basal
method of instruction is used. Both schools are located in Wildwood, New
Jersey.
A reading pretest was given at the beginning of the study. A reading
attitudes survey was also administered. After the six week study, a post
test and a post reading attitude inventory was also given to both groups.
A comparison of their reading scores and attitude inventories was made,
with differences in groups assessed. Although the instructor in each case
was different, the control group teacher was chosen because she possessed
similar characteristics to those of the experimental group instructor.
SETTING
The two elementary schools used in this study were Margaret Mace
Elementary School in North Wildwood and Glenwood Avenue School in
Wildwood. These two schools are located approximately 15 city blocks
away from one another.
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The two schools are located on an island on the southern New Jersey
coast. They are connected to the mainland by three bridges. This island is
often identified as "Five Mile Beach" or "The Jersey Cape". The island is
located in Cape May County approximately 30 miles south of Atlantic City
and 10 miles north of Cape May City.
Because the Wildwoods are a summer resort, approximately 30% of
all housing units are occupied year round, approximately 20% of housing
units are occupied by renters. During the majority of the year, 70% of
housing units are vacant. There are two types of permanent residents.
The first type of permanent resident, picks the community as a normal
hometown base. The second type retires here to acquire the benefits of
the summer season.

School enrollment is directly affected by the availability of rental
properties. Many families move to the island in the winter and leave
when the summer season begins. The mobility of this group makes it
difficult to achieve satisfactory long range planning for school needs.
A comprehensive education is offered at both schools.
Supplementary educational programs and services are provided in
addition to the regular classroom instruction. In-class support for
mainstreamed students is also available. Basic skills programs, industrial
arts, music, art, physical education, and computer education are scheduled.
A Pupil Assistance Program (P.A.C.) is in place to identify problems and
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deficiencies in students having a difficult time in the regular classroom and
to offer a plan of action to teachers and parents for ways to assist such a
child. This plan may involve remediation or identification to the Child
Study Team. A Child Study Team evaluates and recommends
individualized education programs for students in need of special services.
A full schedule of extra-curricular activities; band, basketball, intramurals,
etc. is also offered.
Throughout the school system, student grouping varies. Students are
placed in homeroom classrooms by the previous grade level teachers. The
guidance counselor then takes the recommendations and works to honor
those recommendations. Within a classroom and between classrooms,
teachers use their discretion for grouping. Many different styles can be
observed in operation across grade levels and subjects.
Margaret Mace School of North Wildwood has a student population of
465 K-S or 529 K-12 pupils (95% Caucasian, 2% African-American, 2%
Hispanic, 1% Asian/Pacific Islander). The school teaches grades K-8. There
are only two sections for each grade level, except for grade one, which has
three sections because of high enrollment. Articulation between grade
levels is very effective. Grades 6, 7, and 8 are departmentalized,
The annual cost per pupil is between S5,700.00 and $7,000.00
dollars. The breakdown is as follows: (K) S5,789.00 (1-5) $S,905.00 (6-8)
$6,959.00. Vo-Tech is approximately $1,900.00 The high school level is
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$9200.00, which the students from both schools in this study attend.
Margaret Mace employs 42 full time and 4 part time teachers, 15.5
support staff personnel (Aides 5.5, Custodians 5.5, Clerical 4.5), and an
administrative staff of 4.
Population projections indicate that enrollments should be monitored
closely. During the latter part of the 1990's a school housing problem is a
distinct possibility.
In comparison, the major difference between the two schools is the
student population. Glenwood Avenue School is a minority school district.
The percentage of ethnic backgrounds are as follows: 40% Caucasian, 30%
African-American, 30% Hispanic, and 0% Asian/Pacific Islander. Despite
the extremities of ethnic backgrounds between the two districts, the
socioeconomic status of both groups differ only slightly. Because of the
transient nature of school age children, this description may not be a true
description of the "whole".

Description of the Population
The population for this study consisted of 48 first grade students
who were randomly assigned to classrooms in September 1994. The class
from Margaret Mace School had 24 students, 11 boys and 13 girls. The
class from Glenwood also consisted of 24 students, 11 boys and 13 girls.
Margaret Mace School houses grades K-8 and Glenwood Avenue School
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grades K-6. Both schools have several special education classes (resource
room and supplemental), but only Margaret Mace School has a self
contained special education classroom. Both schools have an enrichment
program. Special needs students not housed in district are enrolled in both
public and private facilities out of district. The students used in this study
range from low-average to high-average ability.

Description of Instruments
The Scott, Foresman, Inc. Celebrate Reading (1993), Anthology C
Assessment Pretest/Post test was selected to measure student
performance in the areas of phonics, word recognition, and comprehension
in reading. In addition to this test, the Paul Campbell Reading Attitude
Survey was also administered to each group.
The Scott, Foresman, Celebrate Reading Anthology C Assessment test
consisted of a Pretest and Post test. The students were required to
perform different types of reading processes.
In addition to the traditional book test the author chose to analyze
the results of the Paul Campbell Reading Attitudes Inventory. The test
was administered and scored by the author. Six weeks later, at the
conclusion of the study, the same survey was given. The survey consisted
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of 14 questions dealing with different aspects of reading attitudes.
Questions range from the students' perceptions of their teacher and
themselves as readers.
Relationship of the Instrument to the Null Hypothesis
The null hypothesis stares that there will be no significant difference
in achievement levels dealing with phonics, word recognition, and
comprehension between Group I (those first grade students instructed in
accordance with the Literature-based approach) and Group II (those first
grade students instructed using the traditional basal textbook approach) as
measured by the Scott, Foreman Celebrate Reading, (1993) Anthology
Assessment pretest and post test.
The null hypothesis also state that there will be no significant
difference in reading attitudes between Group I (those first grade students
instructed in accordance with the Literature-based approach) and Group II
(those first grade students instructed using the traditional basal textbook
approach) as measured by Paul Campbell's Reading Attitude Inventory.
In order to determine the achievement of the students, the Scott,
Foresman Celebrate eading, (1993) Anthology pretest and post test were
given in the area of overall reading. The pretest and post test scores were
tabulated and a comparison was made between the mean scores of the two
groups. The difference between the mean scores were compared using a t33

test for independent samples.
In order to determine the attitude levels of the students, a pre- and
post attitude survey, the Paul Campbell Reading Attitude Inventory, was
given. The pretest and post rest scores were tabulated and a comparison
was made between the mean scores of the two groups. The difference
between the mean scores were compared using a t-test for independent
samples.
Procedure
In December 1994 a meeting was held with the participating
teachers to explain and discuss the purpose of the study and to go over the
guidelines. A reading unit would be taught for a six week period to both
groups. Each group would be instructed for an hour and a half of
instruction per day. Group I (the first grade students instructed in
accordance with a heterogeneously grouped, Literature-based approach)
would use whole group, higher level thinking activities, and real literature.
Group II (those first grade students instructed using a homogeneously
grouped, basal approach) would use reteaching, workbook pages for
practice, and enrichment masters that accompany the text.
In order to determine if there was a significant difference in student
performance, test scores were compared. The Scott, Foresman, Celebrate
Reading (1993) Anthology C Assessment pretest was given to both groups
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prior to instruction. At the conclusion of the study the post test was
administered. The Paul Campbell Reading Attitude Inventory was also
given to both groups.
The similarities and differences of the two reading approaches under
investigation need consideration. The experimental group (students who
are instructed in a heterogeneous, literature-based classroom), receives
one hour and fifteen minutes of reading instruction. One piece of literature
per week is covered. Within the week, students undergo a variety of
activities. This block of instruction consists of one day of engaging
activities, a day of a "Comprehension Workshop", a day of a "Decoding
Workshop", and a day of a "Language Arts Workshop", and a final day of
responding activities, which differ with each story. Each workshop covers
one reading strategy. The instructor, therefore, covers three strategies a
week. The instructor often revisits previously taught concepts with each
new story and encourages higher order thinking. There is not a controlled
vocabulary list and all students are reading the same story each week.
The teacher does supplement where necessary, usually during flexible
grouping. The control group (students who are instructed in a
homogeneous, basal approach) receives one hour and fifteen minutes of
reading instruction. One to three stories is covered per week, depending
on the group. The high group usually moves at a much faster pace than
the low group. Within the week, the students spend most of the
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instruction time engaging in guided practice activities. The teacher uses
the traditional D.R.A. (Directed Reading Activity) approach. After a story is
read, one workbook page is devoted to comprehension and approximately
four pages to phonics and word recognition. An independent practice book
is used. All three groups receive a controlled vocabulary for each unit of
study. A unit consists of three stories. The teacher follows the teacher's
manual to plan reading lessons. All students are not on the same story.
The Control Group has begun S.S.R., process writing , and read alouds as
part of a district plan to meet objectives. Both the Experimental Group and
the Control group receive a formal phonics lesson and spelling lesson in
addition to their reading programs,
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The purpose of this study was to determine if there was any
difference in achievement and attitude between first grade students using

a literature based approach to learn reading and first grade students using
the Traditional basal textbook approach. Literature-based reading
approaches encourage the use of whole, meaningful literature to build
understanding. The sample for this study was restricted to 48 first grade
students to which the researcher had access. Group I, the experimental
group, was comprised of 11 boys and 13 girls from Margaret Mace
Elementary School. They followed the literature-based approach. Group
II, the control group, was also comprised of 11 boys and 13 girls from
Glenwood Avenue School. This group used the traditional basal textbook
approach.
Statement of the Hypotheses

Hypothesis 1. There will be no significant difference in achievement
levels dealing with phonics, word recognition, and comprehension between
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Group I (those first grade students instructed in accordance with the
Literature-based approach) and Group II (those first grade students
instructed using the traditional basal textbook approach) as measured by
the Scott, Foresman Celebrate Reading, (1993) Anthology Assessment
pretest and post test
Hypothesis 2. There will be no significant difference in reading attitudes
between Group I (those first grade students instructed in accordance with
the Literature-based approach) and Group II (those first grade students
instructed using the traditional basal textbook approach) as measured by
Paul Campbell's Reading Attitude Inventory.
Based on the above hypotheses, this study was designed so that
relevant data could be collected and compiled and conclusions could be
generated. Table I presents the pre- and post test data for the Scotr,
Foresman Celebrate Reading (1993) Anthology Assessment test. Following
the pretest, the experimental group was instructed in accordance with a
literature-based reading approach for a six week period. At the end of the
six week period the post rest was administered.
In all three areas, phonics, word recognition, and comprehension, the
means of the post test scores were higher than the pretest scores. There
was a possible total score of 20 in the area of phonics, 15 in word
recognition, and 14 in comprehension. The mean score for phonics rose
from 11.5 to 14.83 with standard deviations of 4.384 and 3.62
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respectively. The mean score for word recognition rose from 10.958 to
14.167 with standard deviations of 2.51 and 1.711 respectively. The mean
score for comprehension rose from 7.833 to 12.5 with standard deviations
of 3.002 and 1.351 respectively.
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TABLE 1
Pre- and Post test Data of the scores for the Experimental Group based on
reading exercises in the areas of phonics, word recognition, and
comprehension on the Scott, Foresman Celebrate Reading Anthology
Assessment Test.
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10
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Table 2 presents pre- and post test scores of students in the Control
Group on the Scott, Foresman Celebrate Reading Anthology Assessment
Test. In all three areas, phonics, word recognition, and comprehension, the
means of the post test scores were higher than the pre test scores. The
mean score for phonics rose from 14.625 to 15.25 with standard deviations
of 3.132 and 3.959 respectively. The mean score for word recognition rose
from 13.208 to 13.25 with standard deviations of 1,978 and 2.4
respectively. The mean score for comprehension rose from 10.583 to

11.542 with standard deviations of 3.635 and 2.604 respectively.
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TABLE 2
Pre- and Post test data of the scores for the Control Group based on
reading exercises in the areas of phonics, word recognition, and
comprehension on the Scott, Foresman Celebrate Reading Anthology
Assessment Test.
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Hypothesis 1 Results
Table 3 presents the post test data for the Experimental Group and
the Control Group dealing with the differences in achievement in all three
areas, phonics, word recognition, and comprehension, combined. The
standard deviation of the difference scores for the Experimental Group was
6.878, with a range of 24 (from -2 to 22.0), The standard deviation of the
difference scores for the Control Group was 7.147, with a range of 34 (from
-18 to 16).

The mean of the difference scores for the Experimental Group was
11.542, 9.584 points higher than the mean for the Control Group of 1.958.
This difference is significant. Since the actual t-score, as recorded in Table
3, is 4.133 with 46 degrees of freedom and the critical t is 2.021, it can be
concluded that there is sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis.
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TABLE 3
Post Test Data for the Experimental and Control Group dealing with the
Differences in Achievement in all three areas, (phonics, word recognition,
comprehension), combined.
Control

Experimental

Student
1
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1 958
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A t-staTistic for testing the difference of the mean in these two populations
is 4.133 with 46 degrees of freedom.
Alpha - 0.05
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Table 4 presents the pre- and post test data (percentages of total
test) for the Experimental Group for the Scott, Foresman, Celebrate Reading
(1993) Anthology Assessment Test. Following the pre test, the
experimental group[ was instructed in accordance with a literature based
approach to reading for a six week period. At the end of the six week
period the post test was administered.
The mean of the post test score was higher than the mean of the pretest score. The mean score rose from 62.292 to 84.625 with standard
deviations of 17.618 and 10.537 respectively.
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TABLE 4
Pre- and Post test Data for the Experimental Group for the Scott, Foresman
Celebrare ReadinR (1993) Anthology Assessment Test
Student

Pretest
T
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8
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Table 5 presents the pre- and post test data (percentages for total
test) for the Control Group for the Scott, Foresman Celebrate Reading
(1993) Anthology Assessment Test. Following the pre test, the control
group was instructed using the traditional basal approach to reading
instruction for six weeks. At the end of the six week period the post test
was administered.
The mean of the post test score was higher than the mean of the pre
test score. The mean score rose from 78.833 to 82 with standard
deviations of 15.33 and 15.209 respectively.
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TABLE 5
Pre- and Post test Data for the Control Group for the Scott, Foresman
Celebrate Reading (1993) Anthology Assessment Test
Pretest

Student
1
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Hypothesis 1 Results Continued
Table 6 presents the post test data for the Experimental Group and
the Control Group dealing with differences in achievement in the Scott,
Foresman Celebrate Reading (1993) Anthology Assessment Test. The
standard deviation of the difference scores for the Experimental Group was
13.376, with a range of 45 (from 4 to 41). The standard deviation of the
difference scores for the Control Group is 13.576, with a range of 62 (from
31 to 31).
The mean of the difference scores for the Experimental Group is
22.333, 19.166 points higher than the mean for the Control Group of 3.167.
This difference is significant. Since the actual t-score, as recorded in Table
6, is 4.206 with 46 degrees of freedom and the critical t is 2.021, it can be
concluded that there is sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis.
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TABLE 6
Post test Data for the Experimental and Control Group dealing with
Differences in Achievement on the Scott, Foresman, Celebrate Reading
(1993) Anthology Assessment Test.
Student

Expenmental

Cuntrol

1
_2
___
3 __17
4

41
33
39

14
-6
8
7

51

28

2

6
I
8
9

41
2
39
-31
8
____________2_______
.
..23
31
fi

~

1 _________

21

________

14

27

3l

15

6

6

16
17
1S

4_
2
37

4
4

19

24

14

2B
21
22
25
24

-4
16
2n
16
29f

31
12
-4
2
18

13

Mean

Std,

Dev.

4______

22.333

3.167

13,376

13.576

A t-staristic for testing the difference of the mean in these two populations
is 4.206 with 46 degrees of freedom.
Alpha - 0.05
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Table 7 presents the pre- and post test data for the Experimental
Group for the Paul Campbell Reading Attitude Inventory. The highest
possible rating for the inventory was a 5 and the lowest a 1. Following the
pre test, the experimental group was instructed in accordance with a
literature-based approach to reading instruction for a six week period. At
the end of the six week period the post reading attitude inventory was
administered,
The mean of the post inventory score was higher than the mean of
the pre-inventory score. The mean score rose from 4.083 to 4,204 with
standard deviations of .925 and ,859 respectively.
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TABLE 7
Pre- and Post inventory Data for the Experimental Group for the Paul
Campbell Reading Attitude Inventory
Pre-lnu.Exp.

Post-lnu.Exp.

aX

mY

Student
_

__

5.00
4.70

3

4.A8

5.01

4
5
_

2.00
-4.60

2.90
4.68

4.00

4.1

7

5.SB

2.90

8

2.68

2.60

9g
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

2.708
4.88
4.88
4.48
5.708
5.48
4.88
4.60

2.10
5.00
5.00
4.50
.00
5.00
4.00
4.98

17

4.38

4.60

18
19
28
21
22
23
24

3.70
5.0e8
4.58
2.808
4.98
4.80
4.60

4.60
4.38
4.68
.98
4.61
4.611
4.40

_

4.083

Mean

1

5.01
4.60

fG6

Std.

1

1
2

Dev.

52

4.204

Table 8 presents the pre- and post inventory data for the Control
Group for the Paul Campbell Reading Attitude Inventory. Following the
pre-inventory, the control group was instructed in accordance with a
traditional basal approach to reading instruction for a six week period. At
the end of the six week period the post inventory was administered.
The mean of the post-inventory score was higher than the mean of
the pre-inventory score. The mean score rose from 3.892 to 3.904 with
standard deviations of .771 and .76 respectively.
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TABLE 8
Pre- and Post-Inventory Data for the Control Group for the Paul Campbell
Reading Attitude Survey
Student

- _

.

Mean
Std.

Dev-

Pnst-lnu.Cont.

Pre-lnu.Con.
-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
18

3.50
4,18
5.BB
4.28
3.80
4.88
4.50
4.2H
3.80
1.58

3.98
4.68
5.00
3.98
4.88
4.58
5.80
2.70
3.98
2.80

11

3-.8

3.28

12
13
14
15
16
17
1
19
20
21
22
23
24

4.511
4.90
4.20
4.80
4.20
5.00
2.88
3.60
4.00
3.70
4.00
2.90
4.88

4.50
5.88
3.88
4.18
3.80
5.9
3.88
3.38
4.80
3.90
4.80
3.B8
4.8B

3.892

3 904

.771

.76
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Hypothesis 2 Results
Table 9 presents the post test data for the Experimental Group and
the Control Group dealing with differences in attitude in the Paul Campbell
Reading Attitude Inventory. The standard deviation of the difference
scores for the experimental group was ,95, with a range of 4.5 (from -2.60
to 1.90). The standard deviation of the difference scores for the control
group is .48, with a range of 2.5 (from -1.50 to 1.00).
The mean of the difference scores for the Experimental Group is .038,
.026 points higher than the mean for the control group of .012. This
difference is not significant. Since the actual t-score, as recorded in Table
9, is .121 with 46 degrees of freedom and the critical t is 2.021, it can be
concluded that there is insufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis.
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TABLE 9
Post-Invenrory Data for the Experimental and Control Group dealing with
the Differences in Attitude on the Paul Campbell Reading Attitude
Inventory
Student

Control

Experimental

'

i

___.12
3

.20B

4

.g9
a0e_

7

.5B

.IBI

-. 78
-1.58
.11
.50

_S.20
1e9I__

.20

.28

11
12

.lD

8

13
14
15

-. 70
1.60

.1B
-. 40

G
1___
I·
1_^
18
19
20
21
Z2
25
241

.30
.30 I
.98
-. 70
.10

n

___

11.90

.10

-. 40
.20
-. 30
a
.72

-,386
.60
-. 20

1038
Dev

-. 38
1 .0

-2.10

1_. _B
'9 g-2.60 _

Std,

.58

8

5
6_1

Mean

.48

l6.
B

.012

-95

A t-statistic for resting the difference of the mean in these two populations
is .121 with 46 degrees of freedom.
Alpha = 0.05
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Summary
Upon completion of these results, it can be concluded, according to
the t-statistic used for this study, that students in the experimental group
who were instructed in accordance with a literature-based approach to
reading instruction did significantly better on the Scott, Foresman
Celebrate Reading Anthology Assessment Test in the area of overall
reading, including phonics, word recognition, and comprehension.
Although the experimental group also showed ratings of a higher
attitude on the Paul Campbell Reading Attitude Inventory, the differences
were not significant according to the t-statistic used for this study. Further
conclusions and recommendations are reported in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary of the Problem and Hypotheses
This study was done to determine if first grade students who were
instructed using a literature based approach to reading would demonstrate
higher achievement in reading, in the areas of phonics, word recognition,
and comprehension, than those first grade students instructed with a
traditional basal approach to reading instruction.
The following two groups of students were examined in this study:
Group I, the treatment group, comprised of 24 students from
Margaret Mace School where a literature based approach to reading
instruction was used,
Group II, the control group, comprised of 24 students from Glenwood
Avenue School who were instructed following a traditional basal approach
to reading instruction,

The following null hypotheses were generated for this study:
1. There will be no significant difference in achievement levels
dealing with phonics, word recognition, and comprehension between Group
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I (those first grade students instructed in accordance with the Literaturebased approach) and Group II (those first grade students instructed using
the traditional basal textbook approach) as measured by the Scott,
Foresman Celebrate Reading, (1993) Anthology Assessment pretest and
post test.
2. There will be no significant difference in reading attitudes between
Group I (those first grade students instructed in accordance with the
Literature-based approach) and Group 11 (those first grade students
instructed using the traditional basal textbook approach) as measured by
Paul Campbell's Reading Attitude Inventory.
Summary of the Method of Investigation
A review of the literature pertinent to this study was made. Two
hypotheses were formulated. Two first grade classes were selected to
participate in this study: one class from Margaret Mace School using a
literature based approach to reading instruction and one class from
Glenwood Avenue School using the traditional basal approach to reading
instruction.
The pretest was administered at the beginning of the study. Both
groups then received instruction in reading for a six week period. After
the completion of instruction a t-test for independent samples was used to
determine if differences in the pupil's attained scores existed after
treatment.
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Table 3 presents the post test data for the experimental group and
the control group score differences on the Scott, Foresman Celebrate
Reading Anthology Assessment in three areas; phonics, word recognition,
and comprehension combined. Table 6 shows the differences between
both groups in terms of percentages. Both groups showed growth. Even
though they both showed growth, the statistical analysis reveals a
significant difference for the experimental group. Therefore, hypothesis 1
was rejected.
Table 9 presents the post-inventory data for the experimental and
control group dealing with differences in attitude on the Paul Campbell
Reading Attitude Inventory.
Both groups scored higher on the post-inventory than they did on
the pre-inventory. Although the experimental group showed more growth
it was not significant. Therefore, Hypothesis 2 had to be accepted.
Noted Trends in This Study
It was interesting to note that on the Scott Foresman Celebrate
Reading Anthology Assessment, which is a literatue based test, the
traditional basal group outperformed the literature-based group.
However, when the students were given the post test, the literature based
group surpassed the traditional group in terms of achievement and growth.
The students in both groups had high opinions and attitudes about
reading, regardless of which approach was being implemented. This
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enthusiasm carried through the six week study.
Due to the size of the sample, this study should not be construed as
representational of all first grade students. Further studies need to be
conducted in order to prove that literature-based reading approaches are a
more effective teaching style.
Suggestions for Further Study
This study can be considered a pilot study to help determine the
effectiveness of a literature-based program. Since this study only
consisted of 48 first grade students, it would be interesting to study other
children at different grade levels, especially in terms of reading attitudes.
Additionally, to help examine the effectiveness of a literature based
program, it would be necessary to follow the same students over a period
of several years to see if using the literature based approach would
consistently result in improved student performance.
Another aspect of this study that could be further investigated would
be to examine the reasons why the traditional basal students scored higher
on the pretest Factors like controlled vocabulary and strong phonetic
foundations could be studied. Also, researching the types of kindergartens
the students come from, whether full day or half day, or traditional first
grades, would be an interesting topic to research to see if that has an
impact on student performance.
Likewise, in the future, studies could be conducted to examine test
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scores of both groups on a standardized test, such as the Metrolpoliton
Achievement Test. Studies could also investigate scores on the Early
Warning Test to see if students who had participated in a literature based
program scored higher than students who had not been instructed in
literature based program.
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'logy C
Our Singing Planet
(Now For those children

Say the following direcions when addniisrring the end-of-anthology

who may need additional

assessmcnt for Anthology C. Parcntheri material is only fof you, the teacher.

support in reading this
selection, consider these
opdons: build

background knowledge
using the cover, preview
the pictures, introduce
unfamiliar vocabulary, or
read the selection aloud.)

Comprehension/LiterarySkills (pages37-46)
Items 1-3. (optional) Open your booklet to page 37. On this page you will find a
cover of the story Zebra Strpes. Pur a circle around the author's name. Put k
line under the illustrator's name. Now look at the cover illustrios. Write
down on the lines what you think this story will be about
Items 4g8. Now rum to pace 38. On the next few vaues you will read a
story and then answer questions. When you get To the quesions, read them
carefully. Then fill in the ircle next to your answer for each question. This
part of the asscssment will help show that you undersand whra you read.
Stop when you see the STOP sig at the bottom of page 44,
Items 9-11. (optional) Turn to page 45. On this page you will read a poen.
When you finish, um to page 46 and answer the questions. When you
come to rhe STOP sign put your pencil down and wait Then I will know
you are finished (You may wish to take a break here.)

Vocabulary (page 47)
Items 12-16. Turn to page 47. (Provide asisance as necessary.) Now
you're going to do some reading and rhitnin. Read the entire poem first
Then reread the poem. ill in the circle ne to the word tha would make
seuse in each sentence. When you come to the STOP sign at the bottom of th e
page, put your pencil down and wait quietly for everyone to finish

Word Study/Phonics (pages 48-51)
Word Rcognition (page 48)
Items 17-26. Now look at page 48. On this page you will mark words you
know. Look at number 17 at the top of the page. You will see Three words. I will
say one of the words and use it in a sennce Then I will ask you to fill ul the
cirle nat to the word I say. Now listen carefuly.
Point to number 17. ar Put the plates on rh Tlble. on
Point to number 18. saidSteve said hello to Ju said
Point to number 19. up Dad climbed up the ladder u
Point o number 2C, wi Bill liks celery with peanut burerr on ir with
Point to number 2. she She is my litde sister. she
Point to number U.+
bd The kitten had long whiskers. had
Point to number 23. her Those armher mitens. her
Point to number 24. him Terry showed him how to throw a ball. him
Point to number 25. his Tommy brought his markers to schooL his
Point to number 26. us Please join us for dinner. us
The STOP sign tells you to stop. Put your pencil down.

i

I

0
0
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Short Vowels (page 49)
Items 27-31, Now turn o page 49. On his page you will mark picture of things

whose names have a vowel sound you know. Begin a vhe top of the pag Rad
the word. Then look at the picures.
Poat TO number 27. Read the word. Look at the picxra. You see a hen, a
zebra, and a bird. Fill in the circe net to he pictre wbose name has dt
same vowel sound as the word at the bginin nof the row.

Point to number 28. Read the word. Look t the picures. You see a honae,
bell, and frog. Fill in the drdce nex to the picture whose ame has the same

vowel sound as the word at the begining of the ow,

Point to number 29. Read the word. Look at the pictures. You see a sui, a

iger, nd a duck
Fill in the dcice net tco ce picure whose ame has the
same vowd sound as ie word at the begiing of the row.
Point to nmnber 30. Red the word. Look at the pitres. You see x sheep, a

bed, and a rabbit Fill in the circe net w the pictue wosc name has the

scme vowel sound as die word at the beginnig of the row.
Point t number 31.

ead the woid. Look a the picurs. You see a dock, a

rope, and a kit
Fill in the drde nest the picture whose ame has the
same vowel sound as the word a th* beginning of the row.
The STOP sin tells you to stop. Put your pencil down.
Long Vowel (page 50)
items 32-36, Now trn co page 50. (Pmvide asiscaan as necas=
) On this
page you will mark picures of tings whose nane have a vowel sound you
know. Begin at the top of the page. Read th word. Then look at the picaur.
Point to number 32. Read the word. Look at the pictra. You seea caz,a
wheel, and a ake. Fii in the cide ae to the picture whose name has the
same vowel sound as the word at th beginin of tie row.
Poin to number 33. Read the word. Look at thdpicara. You see a bag a
train and a kite. Fll in the irtne next co tch picnre whose name has the
same vowel soud as the word at the beimnning of thi row.

Point to number 34. Rad the word. Look at the pieures You se a shoe, a
bone, and a game. Fill in the circle ntx to ce picture whos, name ha the
same vowd sound as the word at the begnning of the row.
Poinl to number 35. Read the word Look at the picture. You see a age, a
goat,dan ant. Fil in the circle nex; to the picure whose name has the
same vowel sound as th word a the beginning of ierow.
Point to number 36. Read h word, Look at the pictures You see a bell
-. _
-- j _ L -r11_
_
I '
_ __
_-_ .
-i
tpe, _ai a bat, r-TJ m me circe next to enc
picure wnose name nas me same
vowel sound as the woid a the beginning of the row.
The STOP sigu tells you to stop. Put your pencil down
Compound Words (page 5t)
Items 37-41. Turn to page 51. (Provide assisance when necessry.) On ths page
you will sho tha you know how to make a new word by putting together Two
words.
Point to the firs row. (Demonstrate and check) Read the senance. Now read
the three words below the senteace Fill in The circle net ro the word th can be
18
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added to the underlined word to make a new word. The new word that you
make must make sense in the sentence.
Do the rest of the page by yourself. For each row, read the sentence and the
words below it. Then fill in the circle nes to the word char can be added to the
underlined word in the sentence to make i new word that makcs ense When
you come to the STOP Sign at the end of the page, put ynur penci dowa and
wait quitly for others to fiish. (You may wish to rake a break her.)

Study Skills (pages52-53)
Alphabetical Order (pages 52-53)
Items 4246. Turn to page 52. On this page you'll find a picture of a shelf wit

books on it. Look at the books closely. They are placed on the shelf in
alphabetical order. Fllow along as I read the tide of each book Point to
the first book (Provide assistance as necessary.) Listen to the titles: Bears,
Donkeys CGorila Monkys, Pandas,Rabbra, and Tigen. You will be
using this pinure to answer questions found on page 53.
Now nurn to page 53. Point to rhe firs question. Read the queson. Fill in
rhe crcle aext to the answer to the question Do the rest of the page by
youself. Remember to go back to page 52 to see where you would put new
books in alphabetical order. When you came to the STOP sian, put your
pencil down and wait. Then I will know 9yon are fianhed.

Developmental Writing (optionl-page 54)
(For this section, distribute paper for children to write on Read the
dircrioc aloud it children, Invite hen to write norm and idas on page
$4 of their booklet Encounge children to writ any wa they feel Comfortble.
Some mry write with pictures or scribbles. Some ay write with lenets or
words)
ttem 47. Turn to page 54. Now you witl do some writig. Farm work was oo
hard for Zebra in Zebt's Srmipes. Make a list of your jobs at school or at home.
Choose one thats the hardest for you. Write a note to someone telling him or
her why the job is so harud
When you faisk turn your booklet over and put your pecil dawn Wait
quietly for everyone else to finish. (When 11 the children have finished, collecT
all the test matrials.)
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Zebra wanted more than anything to be a horse.
"I don't like my stripes," said Zebra.
"I want to be a horse and live on a farm."
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Zebra asked Crow to paint his stripes black

When he was done, Zebra was black all over.
"You look just like a horse!" said Crow.
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Zebra walked down to a farm and met some horses.
"Zebra," said the horses, "what are you doing here?
You won't like to live on a farm. It's hard work."

But Zebra didn't listen.
He wanted to be a horse.
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The next day, Zebra had to work.
He tried to pull a plow for the farmer.
He tried to pull a cart full of corn.
He tried to pull a wagon full of people.

"I'm tired," said Zebra. "This work is coo hard.
I want to be a zebra again."
I
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Zebra felt something on his back.
Raindrops.
"Hooray'" said Zebra. "Black and white stripes are just
right for me."
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How does Crow help Zebra?
() He gives Zebra some food.
( He walks Zebra to the farm.

©

He paints Zebras stripes.

I

lI5

·

· · __

-

Why does Zebra want his stripes painted?
() so he can hide in the dark
() so he will look like a horse
© so he can work faster

·

·

[J

·

_

_

What hard work does Zebra do on the farm?
@ He pulls a plow, a cart, and a wagon.
®He pulls a bag, a box, and a string.
() He pulls a tooth, a brush, and a tube.
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LI1 Why is Zebra tired on the farm?
( He plays too much.
() The work is too hard.
© He is lazy.

1Ž

Why is Zebra happy when it rains?

C) It feels good.
(

He is thirsty.

©3 It washes off the paint.
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Ants
by Mary Ann Hoberman

V
4

I like to watch ants at work
When I am out to play.

I like to see them run about
And carry crumbs away.

i.
.3

I
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n

And when I plug an anthill door
To keep them in their den,
I like to see them find a way
To get outside again.
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What does the child in the poem like to do?

L9!

) work
(D watch the ants
© run about
--· ·

---

---

---

---

Why do the ants need to go outside?
(

to

play with the child

to get toys
©to

get food

The poem says, "And when I plug the anthill door
to keep them in their den."
What does plug mean?
(2) to open
to dose
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I read a story about a hen

Who baked a wonderful I
() bread

() brig]

I'd like to

bread

I1

® missed

E

So_
(

@

nose

I've
® asks

) gooc

could smell it way down the street.
()

news

for help to make my bread,
(I) asked

But, just like the story, no one has said...YES!
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I like visiting my grand

© mother

( house

) band

We have pan

for breakfast.

() cakes

) dish

©

pot

©

top

We spend most of the day out

( doors

[14

) in

We like the bright sun
) moon

and the blue sky.

® shine

At night we like to write post

© yellow

to

my mom and dad.
I
i

® office

® toast

© cards
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Farm work was too hard for Zebra. Make a list of
E11
your jobs at school or at home. Choose one that's
the hardest for you. Write a note to someone telling

them why the job is so hard.

NAME

._IEDATE

Where would you put the book Elephants?
) before Bears
® after Bears
( after Donkeys
Where would you put the book Lions?
( before Monkeys
(®)after Pandas
© after Monkeys
Where would you put the book Foxes?
) before Donkeys
®B after Donkeys
© after Gorillas

Where would you pur the book Hippos?
) before Gorillas
() after Gorillas
© after Monkeys
4

Which book would be between Rabbits and Tigers?
® Owt
® Whales

© Snakes
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Reading Attitude Inveritory
Paul Campbedl

I. How do you feel when your teacher reads a story out
loud?

I

2. How do'you feel when someone gives you a I

present?

3. How do you feel about reading books for fun at home?

4,. How do you feel when you are asked to read out loud to
your group?

5. How do you feel when you are asked to read out loud to
the teacher?

_

_

6. How do you feel when you come to a new word while
reading?

7. How do you feel when it is time to do yu
:)ur worksheet?
-

8. How do you feel obout going to school?

9. How do you feel about how well you can read
.

_

_

10. How do you think your friends feel about read

I . How do you think your teacher feels when you read?

12. How do you think your friends feel when you read out
loud?

13. How do you feel about the reading group you are in

14. How do you think you'll feel about reading wh
older?
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